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Abstract— Camera relocalization plays a vital role in many
robotics and computer vision tasks, such as global localization,
recovery from tracking failure, and loop closure detection.
Recent random forests based methods directly predict 3D
world locations for 2D image locations to guide the camera
pose optimization. During training, each tree greedily splits
the samples to minimize the spatial variance. However, these
greedy splits often produce uneven sub-trees in training or
incorrect 2D-3D correspondences in testing. To address these
problems, we propose a sample-balanced objective to encourage
equal numbers of samples in the left and right sub-trees, and
a novel backtracking scheme to remedy the incorrect 2D-
3D correspondence predictions. Furthermore, we extend the
regression forests based methods to use local features in both
training and testing stages for outdoor RGB-only applications.
Experimental results on publicly available indoor and outdoor
datasets demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, which
shows superior or on-par accuracy with several state-of-the-
art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Camera relocalization plays a critical role in robotics and
augmented reality (AR), especially in indoor environments
where GPS is not available. Light-weight and affordable
visual sensors make camera relocalization algorithms an ap-
pealing alternative to GPS or other expensive sensors. Recent
consumer robotics products such as iRobot 980 and Dyson
360 eyes are already equipped with visual simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques, enabling them
to effectively navigate in complex environments. In order
to insert virtual objects in an image sequence (i.e., in AR
applications), camera poses have to be estimated in a visually
acceptable way.
Random forests based methods are among the first ma-
chine learning methods for camera relocalization [1], [2],
[3]. In these methods, the forest is trained to directly predict
correspondences from image pixels to points in the scene’s
3D world coordinate. These correspondences are then used
for camera pose estimation based on an efficient RANSAC
algorithm without an explicit 3D model of the scene, which
is very attractive when a 3D model is not available. The latest
work [4], [5] extends these random forests based methods to
test with just RGB images. However, depth images are still
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Fig. 1: Decision tree using two split objectives and a
backtracking method. The split nodes are illustrated as
the pie charts which show the percentage of samples in the
left and right sub-trees. In this five-level tree, the first two
levels are split using the sample-balanced objective, while
the rest of the levels are split using the unbalanced objectives
(i.e., the spatial-variance objective). In testing, our method
backtracks the tree to find the optimal prediction.
necessary to get 3D world coordinate labels in the training
stage. In the training stage of these random forests based
methods, each tree greedily splits the samples to minimize
the spatial variance. However, these greedy splits usually
produce uneven left and right sub-trees, or incorrect 2D-
3D correspondences in the test. To address this problem,
we propose a sample-balanced objective to encourage equal
numbers of samples in the left and right sub-trees, and a
novel backtracking scheme to remedy the incorrect 2D-3D
correspondences caused by greedy splitting. We demonstrate
the efficacy of our methods through evaluations on publicly
available indoor and outdoor datasets.
Some recent methods based on deep learning [6], [7], [8]
overcome the challenges of using depth images for camera
relocalization, extending their application to outdoor scenes.
These methods train a convolutional neural network to
regress the 6-DOF camera pose from a single RGB image in
an end-to-end manner in real time. However, even integrating
LSTM units on the CNN output [8], these methods still lead
to much lower accuracy compared with methods based on
random forests [1] in indoor scenes and local-feature based
methods [9] in outdoor scenes in general. To eliminate the
dependency on depth images while ensuring high accuracy,
we integrate local features in the random forests, broadening
the application of random forests methods to outdoor scenes
for the first time while achieving the best accuracy against
several strong state-of-the-art baselines.
To summarize, our main contributions in this work are as
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follows:
• We propose a sample-balanced objective that encour-
ages equal numbers of samples in the sub-trees, increas-
ing prediction accuracy while reducing training time.
• We propose a novel backtracking scheme to remedy
incorrect 2D-3D correspondence predictions caused by
greedy splitting, further improving prediction accuracy.
• We integrate local features in the regression forests,
enabling the use of RGB-only images for both training
and testing. The elimination of the dependence on depth
images broadens the scope of application from indoor
to outdoor scenes.
II. RELATED WORK
Camera relocalization is one of the fundamental computer
vision and robotics problems. It has been widely studied
in the context of large scale global localization [10], [11],
[6], recovery from tracking failure [12], [13], loop closure
detection in visual SLAM [14], global localization in mobile
robotics [15], [16], and sports camera calibration [17], [5],
[18]. Methods based on local features, keyframes, random
forests and deep learning are four general categories of
camera relocalization, although other successful variants and
hybrid methods [19] exist.
Local feature based approaches Local feature based
methods [15], [10] usually match the descriptors extracted
from the incoming frame and the descriptors from frames
in the database. The 3D locations of the frames in world
coordinates are also stored together with their descriptors.
Then the combination of the perspective-three-point [20] and
RANSAC [21] is usually employed to determine the camera
pose. The local features, such as commonly used SIFT [22],
can represent the image local properties, so they are more
robust to viewpoint changes as long as a sufficient number of
keypoints can be recognized. However, these methods require
a large database of descriptors and efficient retrieval methods.
Much recent work has focused on efficiency [9], scalability
[23], and learning of feature detection, description, and
matching [24].
Keyframe based approaches Methods based on
keyframes [25], [26] hypothesize an approximate camera
pose by computing whole-image similarity between a query
image and keyframes. For example, randomized ferns en-
code an RGB-D image as a string of binary codes, which
have been used to recover from tracking failure [13] and
loop closure in SLAM [14]. However, these keyframe-based
methods provide inaccurate matches when the query frame
is significantly different from the stored keyframes.
Random forests based approaches Approaches based on
random forests have gained interest since the introduction
of scene coordinate regression forests (SCRF) [1]. Random
forests are used as regression for camera relocalization so
we also refer to them as regression forests. These approaches
first employ a regression forest to learn an estimate of each
2D image pixel’s corresponding 3D point in the scene’s
world coordinates. Then the camera pose optimization is
conducted by an adapted version of preemptive RANSAC.
A hybrid discriminative-generative learning architecture is
proposed in [2] to overcome the many local optima problem
of non-convex optimization in SCRF. A method to train and
exploit uncertainty from regression forests for accurate cam-
era relocalization is presented in [3]. [5], [27], [4] extended
the random forest based methods to use RGB images at test
time, while depth images are still needed to get ground truth
labels. [27] proposed multiple accurate initial solutions and
defined a navigational structure over the solution space that
can be used for efficient gradient-free local search. However,
it needs an explicit 3D model as the auxiliary of the RGB
image at test time. Only RGB pixel comparison features are
used in the forest in [5], eliminating the dependency on the
depth image at test time. Furthermore, it integrates random
RGB features and sparse feature matching in an efficient
and accurate way, allowing the method to be applied for fast
sports camera calibration in highly dynamic scenes. SCRF
has been extended [28] for online camera relocalization by
adapting a pre-trained forest to a new scene on the fly.
Deep learning based approaches Deep learning has led
to rapid progress and impressive performance on a variety
of computer vision tasks, such as visual recognition and
object detection [29]. There are emerging works [6], [7],
[8] for the camera relocalization task. PoseNet [6] trains a
convolutional neural network to regress the 6-DOF camera
pose from a single RGB image in an end-to-end manner
in real time. Bayesian PoseNet [7] applies an uncertainty
framework to the PoseNet by averaging Monte Carlo dropout
samples from the posterior Bernoulli distribution of the
Bayesian ConvNet’s weights. Besides the 6-D pose, it also
estimates the model’s relocalization uncertainty. To improve
the PoseNet accuracy, geometric loss function is explored in
[30] and LSTM units are used on the CNN output to capture
the contextual information. However, these deep learning
based methods have much lower overall accuracy compared
with random forests based methods in indoor scenes and
local feature based methods in outdoor scenes. Moreover,
high-end GPU dependency and high power consumption
make these deep learning based methods less favorable for
energy sensitive applications such as mobile robots.
III. METHOD
We model the world coordinate prediction problem as a
regression problem:
mˆp = fr(I,D,p|θ) (1)
where I is an RGB image, D is an optional depth image,
p ∈R2 is a 2D pixel location in the image I, mp ∈R3 is the
corresponding 3D scene coordinate of p, and θ is the model
parameter. In training, {p,mp} are paired training data. In
testing, the 3D world location mˆp is predicted by the model
θ . Then, the camera parameters are estimated using predicted
image-world correspondences in a RANSAC framework.
The novelty of our method lies in both the regression
forest training and prediction. First, besides the spatial-
variance objective, we add a sample-balanced split objective
in the training stage. This objective function encourages
Feature Types
Dataset Split Backtrack Local descriptor
Indoor RGB-D Random Random WHT
Outdoor RGB SIFT SIFT SIFT
TABLE I: Image features. We use random features [1],
SIFT features [22] and Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT)
features [32] for indoor and outdoor camera relocalization.
equal numbers of samples in the left and right sub-trees.
It decreases the correlation between individual trees so that
the generalization error of the whole forest drops [31]. In
practice, it acts as a regularization term in the training and
thus improving the prediction accuracy. Second, we present a
novel backtracking technique in prediction. The backtracking
searches the tree again using a priority queue and decreases
the chance of falling in a local minimum.
A. Weak Learner Model
A regression forest is an ensemble of decision trees T
independently trained to minimize a regression error (e.g.,
3D location error). Each tree is a binary tree consisting of
split nodes and leaf nodes. Each split node i represents a
weak learner parameterized by θi = {φi,τi} where φi is one
dimension in features and τi is a threshold.
In training, the decision tree optimizes the parameters θi
of each node from the root node and recursively processes
the child nodes until the leaf nodes by optimizing a chosen
objective function as follows:
h(p;θi) =
{
0, if fφi(p)≤ τi, go to the left subset SLi
1, if fφi(p)> τi, go to the right subset S
R
i
(2)
fφi(p) represents a general feature that is associated with
pixel location p, the weak learner model can use various
features according to application scenarios. Table I shows
image features that are used in our method. More details
on the image features are provided in Sec. IV where more
context information is available.
B. Training Objectives
Our regression forest uses two objectives. At upper levels
of a tree, we use a sample-balanced objective:
Qb(Sn,θ) =
abs(|SLn |− |SRn |)
|SLn |+ |SRn |
(3)
where abs(.) represents the absolute value operator and |S|
represents the size of set S. This objective penalizes uneven
splitting. The sample-balanced objective has two advantages.
First, it is faster as it only counts the number of samples in
sub-trees. Second, it produces more accurate predictions in
practice which is shown in experiments in Sec. IV.
When the tree depth is larger than a threshold Lmax, we
use the spatial-variance objective:
Qv(Sn,θ) = ∑
d∈{L,R}
|Sdn(θ)|
|Sn| V (S
d
n(θ))
with V (S) =
1
|S| ∑m∈S
‖m− m¯‖22
(4)
Algorithm 1 Decision Tree Prediction with Backtracking
Input: A decision tree T , testing sample S, maximum num-
ber of leaf nodes to examine Nmax
Output: Predicted label and minimum feature distance
1: procedure TREEPREDICTION(T,S,Nmax)
2: count← 0
3: PQ← empty priority queue
4: R← /0 . the prediction result
5: call TRAVERSETREE(S,T,PQ,R)
6: while PQ not empty and count < Nmax do
7: T ← top of PQ
8: call TRAVERSETREE(S,T,PQ,R)
9: end while
10: return R
11: end procedure
12: procedure TRAVERSETREE(S,T,PQ,R)
13: if T is a leaf node then
14: dist← distance(T. f eature,S. f eature) . e.g., L2
norm
15: if R is /0 or dist < R.dist then
16: {R.label,R.dist}← {T.label,dist} . update
17: end if
18: count = count+1
19: else
20: splitDim← T.splitDim
21: splitValue← T.splitValue
22: if S(splitDim)< splitValue then
23: closestNode← T.le f t
24: otherNode← T.right
25: else
26: closestNode← T.right
27: otherNode← T.le f t
28: end if
29: add otherNode to PQ
30: call TRAVERSETREE(S,closestNode,PQ,R)
31: end if
32: end procedure
where m¯ is the mean of m in S and subset Sdn is conditioned
on the split parameter θ . The value Lmax is experimentally
set.
At the end of training, our method stores the weak learner
parameters θi in each split node. In a leaf node, our method
not only stores a mean vector of 3D positions but also
a mean vector of local patch descriptors. The local patch
descriptor will be used to choose the optimal predictions in
a backtracking process described in Sec.III-C.
C. Backtracking in Regression Forests Prediction
In the test phase, a regression tree greedily predicts 3D
locations by comparing the feature value and the split values
in the split nodes. Because the comparison is conducted on
a single dimension at a time, making mistakes is inevitable.
To mitigate this drawback, we propose a backtracking
scheme to find the optimal prediction within time budget
using a priority queue. The priority queue stores the sibling
nodes that are not visited along the path when a testing
sample travels from the root node to the leaf node. The
priority queue is ordered by increasing distance to the split
value of each internal node. The backtracking continues until
a predefined number Nmax of leaf nodes are visited. Algo-
rithm 1 illustrates the detailed procedure of our backtracking
technique.
Fig. 1 illustrates the idea of using two objectives and
the backtracking in a five-level decision tree. The first two
levels use the sample-balanced objective while the next two
levels use the spatial-variance objective. In the testing, the
backtacking checks multiple leaf nodes to find the optimal
prediction.
D. Camera Pose Optimization
When depth images are available (i.e., indoor applica-
tion), we use the Kabsch algorithm [33] to estimate camera
poses. Otherwise, we use the solvePnPRansac method from
OpenCV. Because predictions from the regression forests
may still have large errors, we use the preemptive RANSAC
method [34] to remove outliers.
IV. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate our method on publicly avail-
able indoor and outdoor datasets against several strong state-
of-the-art methods.
A. Indoor Camera Relocalization
Dataset: The 4 Scenes dataset was introduced by Valentin
et al.[27] to push the boundaries of RGB-D and RGB camera
relocalization. The recorded environments are significantly
larger than the 7 Scenes dataset [1] (14 − 79m3 versus
2− 6m3). This large environment is more practical for the
application of indoor robot localization. The scenes were
captured by a Structure.io depth sensor with an iPad RGB
camera. Both cameras have been calibrated and temporally
synchronized. The RGB image sequences were recorded at
a resolution of 1296× 968 pixels, and the depth resolution
is 640× 480. We re-sampled the RGB images to the depth
image resolution to align these images. The ground truth
camera poses were from BundleFusion [35], which is a real-
time globally consistent 3D reconstruction system. We use
the training/testing dataset splitting from [27].
Baselines and Error Metric: We use four state-of-the-
art methods as our baselines: SIFT+PnP, ORB+PnP, Ran-
dom+SIFT [5], Multiscale Navigation Graph (MNG) [27].
The SIFT+PnP and ORB+PnP are based on matching local
features, and the results are from [27]. These methods have to
store a large database of descriptors. Random+SIFT [5] uses
both random feature and sparse feature but in two separate
steps. The sparse feature is used as a post-processing in
this method. Our method is different from this method by
simultaneously using both random feature and sparse features
within the framework of regression forests. The multiscale
navigation graph (MNG) method [27] estimates the camera
pose by maximizing the photo-consistency between the query
frame and the synthesized image which is conditioned on
the camera pose. At test time, the MNG method requires
the trained model (retrieval forests) and the 3D model of the
scene.
We report the percentage of test frames for which the
estimated camera pose is essentially ‘correct’. A pose is
correct when it is within 5cm translational error and 5o an-
gular error of the ground truth. This accuracy is sufficient for
camera relocation in restarting the camera tracking system
and virtual reality [1].
Image Features on RGB-D Images: For the indoor
dataset, we use random features and Walsh-Hadamard trans-
form (WHT) features [32]. Random features and WHT
features do not require expensive feature detection so they
can speed up the process. They also provide a sufficient
number of robust features in texture-less areas, which is
important for indoor camera relocalization.
In our method, random features are used for splitting
decision trees in internal nodes, while WHT features are used
to describe local patches in leaf nodes. The random features
are based on pairwise pixel comparison as in [1], [3]:
fφ (p) = I(p,c1)−I(p+ δ
D(p)
,c2) (5)
where δ is a 2D offset and I(p,c) indicates an RGB pixel
lookup in channel c. The D(p) is a depth lookup. The φ
contains feature response parameters {δ ,c1,c2}.
The WHT features that we use contain 20 components for
each RGB channel, thus our total feature dimension is 60
for all the three channels.
Main Results and Analysis: We present the main camera
relocalization results in Table II. Besides our final method
BTBRF, we also report the results of the unbalanced regres-
sion forest (UBRF) which does not use the sample-balanced
objective, and the balanced regression forest (BRF) which
uses both the sample-balanced objective and the spatial-
variance objective in training but does not use backtracking
in testing.
In this dataset, sparse baselines do a reasonable job and
the SIFT feature method is better than the ORB feature
method. Our method using RGB-only images at test time
achieves higher accuracy than SIFT+PnP, ORB+PnP, and
Random+Sparse, and is less accurate than the MNG method.
However, the MNG method needs an explicit 3D model to
render synthetic images to refine the pose while our method
does not need. Moreover, the MNG method needs a large
number of synthetic images (9 times of the original training
images) for data augmentation while the present method does
not need that. Our method using RGB-D images at test time
considerably outperforms all the baselines in accuracy for
camera relocalization.
To demonstrate that the improvement is indeed from the
sample-balanced objective and backtracking, we compare
the world coordinate prediction accuracy from our UBRF,
BRF and BTBRF. Fig. 2 shows the accumulated percentage
of predictions within error thresholds for four sequences.
For a particular threshold, the higher the percentage, the
more accurate the prediction is. The figure clearly shows
Frame numbers Spatial Baselines Our Results
Sequence training test Extent ORB+PnP SIFT+PnP Random+SIFT MNG BTBRF UBRF BRF BTBRF
Training — — RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D
Test — — RGB RGB RGB RGB+3D model RGB RGB-D RGB-D RGB-D
Kitchen 744 357 33m3 66.39% 71.43% 70.3% 85.7% 77.1% 82.6% 88.2% 92.7%
Living 1035 493 30m3 41.99% 56.19% 60.0% 71.6% 69.6% 81.7% 90.5% 95.1%
Bed 868 244 14m3 71.72% 72.95% 65.7% 66.4% 60.8% 71.6% 81.3% 82.8%
Kitchen 768 230 21m3 63.91% 71.74% 76.7% 76.7% 82.9% 80.0% 85.7% 86.2%
Living 725 359 42m3 45.40% 56.19% 52.2% 66.6% 62.5% 65.3% 92.3% 99.7%
Luke 1370 624 53m3 54.65% 70.99% 46.0% 83.3% 39.3% 50.5% 71.5% 84.6%
Floor5a 1001 497 38m3 28.97% 38.43% 49.5% 66.2% 50.3% 68.0% 85.7% 89.9%
Floor5b 1391 415 79m3 56.87% 45.78% 56.4% 71.1% 58.5% 83.2% 92.3% 98.9%
Gates362 2981 386 29m3 49.48% 67.88% 67.7% 51.8% 82.1% 88.9% 90.4% 96.7%
Gates381 2949 1053 44m3 43.87% 62.77% 54.6% 52.3% 51.4% 73.9% 82.3% 92.9%
Lounge 925 327 38m3 61.16% 58.72% 54.0% 64.2% 59.6% 74.6% 91.4% 94.8%
Manolis 1613 807 50m3 60.10% 72.86% 65.1% 76.0% 68.5% 87.2% 93.9% 98.0%
Average — — — 53.7% 62.2% 59.9% 69.3% 63.6% 75.6% 87.1% 92.7%
TABLE II: Camera relocalization results for the indoor dataset. We show the percentage of correct frames (within 5cm
translational and 5◦ angular error) of our method on 4 Scenes dataset against four state-of-the-art methods: ORB+PnP,
SIFT+PnP, Random+SIFT [5], and MNG [27]. The best performance is highlighted.
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Fig. 2: Impact of the sample-balanced objective and backtracking on scene points prediction accuracy. These figures
show the accumulated percentage of predictions within a sequence of inlier thresholds. Please note this accuracy is not the
final camera pose accuracy. The proposed method with the sample-balanced objective (red lines) consistently has a higher
percentage of inliers compared with the unbalanced objective (blue lines). Backtracking (green lines) further improves
prediction accuracy. The maximum number of backtracking leaves is 16 here.
Scene Spatial Active Search Active Search PoseNet [6] Bayesian CNN+ BTBRF
Extent (VSfM) [9] (COLMAP)[9] PoseNet[7] LSTM[8] (Ours)
King’s College 140x40m 0.67m, 0.52◦ 0.57m, 0.70◦ 1.92m, 5.40◦ 1.74m, 4.06◦ 0.99m, 3.65◦ 0.39m, 0.36◦
Old Hospital 50x40m 1.29m, 0.79◦ 0.52m, 1.12◦ 2.31m, 5.38◦ 2.57m, 5.14◦ 1.51m, 4.29◦ 0.30m, 0.41◦
Shop Facade 35x25m 0.17m, 0.53◦ 0.12m, 0.41◦ 1.46m, 8.08◦ 1.25m, 7.54◦ 1.18m, 7.44◦ 0.15m, 0.31◦
St Mary’s Church 80x60m 0.29m, 0.55◦ 0.22m, 0.62◦ 2.65m, 8.48◦ 2.11m, 8.38◦ 1.52m, 6.68◦ 0.20m, 0.40◦
Average 0.61m, 0.60◦ 0.36m, 0.71◦ 2.08m, 6.83◦ 1.92m, 6.28◦ 1.30m, 5.52◦ 0.27m, 0.39◦
TABLE III: Camera relocalization results for the outdoor Cambridge landmarks dataset. We show median performance
for our method against four state-of-the-art methods: Active Search with [9] with Visual SfM and with COLMAP [36] for
reconstruction, PoseNet [6], Bayesian PoseNet [7], and CNN+LSTM [8].
that our method with the sample-balanced objective and
the backtracking technique is consistently better than the
method without the sample-balanced objective and without
backtracking.
We analyze the influences of the backtracking number
Nmax. Fig. 3 shows the camera relocalization accuracy against
different Nmax. The accuracy is significantly improved within
the first (about) 10 leaf nodes and saturates after that.
Because the processing time linearly increases with the
backtracking number, a small number of Nmax is preferred.
B. Outdoor Camera Relocalization
Dataset: The Cambridge landmarks dataset [6] is used
to evaluate the developed method. It consists of data in a
large scale outdoor urban environment. Scenes are recorded
by a smart phone RGB camera at 1920× 1080 resolution.
The dataset also contains the structure-from-motion (SfM)
models reconstructed with all images to get the ground
truth camera pose. The dataset exhibits motion blur, moving
pedestrians and vehicles, and occlusion, which pose great
challenges for camera relocalization.
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Fig. 3: Camera relocalization accuracy vs. backtracking
leaf node numbers. The camera relocalization performance
increases with more backtracking leaf nodes though eventu-
ally levels out.
Baselines and Error Metric: Four state-of-the-art meth-
ods are used as the baselines: Active Search [9], PoseNet [6],
Bayesian PoseNet [7], and CNN+LSTM [8]. Active Search
employs a prioritized matching step that first considers
features more likely to yield 2D-to-3D matches and then
terminates the correspondence search once enough matches
have been found. PoseNet trains a ConvNet as a pose regres-
sor to estimate the 6-DOF camera pose from a single RGB
image. Bayesian PoseNet improved the accuracy of PoseNet
through an uncertainty framework by averaging Monte Carlo
dropout samples from the posterior Bernoulli distribution of
the Bayesian ConvNet’s weights. CNN+LSTM [8] uses a
CNN to learn feature representations and LSTM units on the
CNN output in spatial coordinates to capture the contextual
information. The median translational error and rotational
error are used here as in previous work [6], [7], [8] for fair
comparison.
Image Features on RGB Images: We use SIFT features
[22] as local feature descriptors for the outdoor camera
relocalization. Because the BTBRF method has to store
the mean vector of feature descriptors in leaf nodes, 64-
dimension SIFT features are used to decrease the trained
model size. In training, the 3D points of the SfM model are
first projected to their corresponding images using ground
truth camera poses. Then, SIFT features are associated with
their corresponding 3D world coordinates using the nearest
neighbor (between SIFT feature 2D locations and projected
2D locations) within a threshold (1 pixel). In testing, SIFT
features are detected from images. Their 3D locations are
predicted by the regression forests. Dubious correspondences
(feature distance > 0.5) are removed before the preemptive
RANSAC.
Main Results and Analysis: Table III shows the median
camera relocalization errors for the present method and
the baseline methods. The results of PoseNet and Bayesian
PoseNet are from the original papers. The results of active
search and CNN+LSTM are from [8]. The present method
considerably outperforms all these baselines for all scenes in
terms of median translational and rotational errors. It is about
an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy compared
with PoseNet, five times as accurate as CNN+LSTM and
twice as accurate as Active Search using the same visual
SfM [37] reconstruction. Timings are not directly compared
here as all these baselines are implemented on different high-
end GPUs while our current implementation is on a single
CPU core.
To gain some insight into how backtracking helps to
improve the accuracy, Fig. 4 plots the camera relocalization
accuracy against backtracking leaf node numbers. It shows
that the camera relocalization errors significantly decrease
within about 5 backtracking leaf nodes, which indicates that
the relocalization accuracy can be improved by backtracking
only a small number of leaf nodes.
C. Qualitative Results
Fig. 5 shows examples of qualitative results of our method
in indoor scenes. In Fig. 5 (a), the estimated camera trajec-
tory and the ground truth trajectory are highly overlapped
in the scene, illustrating the accuracy of predicted camera
locations. In Fig. 5 (b), several camera frusta show the
accuracy of estimated camera orientation. These results show
that the estimated camera poses are accurate in both location
and orientation. Fig. 6 shows the qualitative results for
the King’s College scene. The camera poses are uniformly
sampled every ten frames to improve the visualization.
D. Implementation Details
The proposed method is implemented with C++ using
OpenCV on an Intel 3GHz i7 CPU, 16GB memory Mac
system. The node is available online 1. The parameter
settings for regression forest are: tree number T = 5; 500
(indoor) and 300 (outdoor) training images per tree; 5,000
randomly sampled pixels per training image (indoor); the
number of SIFT features per image varies from around 500
to 1,500 (outdoor); the maximum depth of tree is 25; the
maximum backtracking leaves is 16. For the test, the present
unoptimized implementation takes approximately 1 second
(indoor) and 2 seconds (outdoor) on a single CPU core.
Most of the time is on the backtracking and the camera
pose optimization part. It should be noted that the current
implementation is not optimized for speed and no GPU
is used, which makes it possible to speed up with more
engineering effort and GPU implementation [38].
E. Limitations
At the moment, the proposed BTBRF method has two
limitations that should be improved in the future. First, it
has to store mean local patch descriptors in leaf nodes, which
increases the trained model size. Second, the time complexity
of the backtracking is proportional to the value of Nmax,
making the prediction process slower than the conventional
regression forests method. We would like to look for ways
of adaptively setting the value of Nmax to avoid unnecessary
backtracking.
1https://github.com/LiliMeng/btrf
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Fig. 4: Effect of backtracking leaf node numbers on camera relocalization accuracy on Cambridge landmarks dataset.
(a) median translational error vs. backtracking leaf numbers (b) median rotational error vs. backtracking leaf numbers. Both
median translational and rotational errors decrease with more backtracking leaf nodes though eventually level out.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Qualitative results for indoor dataset (from office2/gates381). Best viewed in color. The ground truth is in red
and our estimated camera pose is in green. (a) camera trajectories. (b) several evenly sampled camera frusta are shown for
visualization. Our method produces accurate camera locations and orientations. Note: the 3D model is only for visualization
purposes and it is not used for our camera relocalization.
Fig. 6: Qualitative results for the outdoor dataset Cambridge landmarks, King’s College. Best viewed in color. The
camera poses are evenly sampled every ten frames for visualization. Camera frusta with hollow green frames show ground
truth camera poses, while red ones with light opacity show our estimated camera poses.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a sample-balanced objective
and a backtracking scheme to reduce the effect of greedy
splitting and improve the accuracy for camera relocalization.
The proposed methods are applicable to regression forests
both for RGB-D and RGB camera relocalization, showing
state-of-the-art accuracy in publicly available datasets. Fur-
thermore, we integrated local features in regression forests,
advancing regression forests based methods to use RGB-only
images for both training and test, and broadening the appli-
cation to outdoor scenes while achieving the best accuracy
against several strong state-of-the-art baselines. For future
work, implementing on a parallel computation architecture
will make the current work more efficient. Moreover, it will
be interesting to integrate our camera relocalization to an
autonomous robot navigation system [39] .
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